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ABSTRACT

The Internet is one of the fastest growing areas of information gathering. Due to the tremendous amount of data on internet, web data mining has become very necessary. Predicting the missing items form dataset is indefinite area of research in Web Data Mining. Current approaches use association rule mining techniques which are applied to fixed amount of items. Numbers of techniques were used for generating items but not a single technique was used to take its advantage. Now in order to minimize the cost of mining for huge database and to provide online prediction, paper proposes effective method for prediction. This has reduced complex algorithm that were used to generate items and strongly worked on dissimilar approach that is proposed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Internet is a global system of interconnected network and has gained huge amount of popularity in recent time. This accumulated various businesses to come online and make easier for them to reach users of different part of the globe. Also business like ecommerce i.e. online Shopping portal became more convenient for people as they were able to purchase a product on one click. Also This Business has provided different range of products for online users.

In this work, a next logical step is taken that allow any item to be treated as a class and its value is predicted depending upon on the presence or absence of other items. Product will predicted depending upon his past history their dislike. For example There are 3 users Louis, Christian and Ji Moung. All three of them have dislike one product i.e "X-Laptop" now depending upon it they will be considered to be in one group. Now they Scenario will be if Ji Moung purchases any product it will be predicted for other two i.e for Louis and Christian.

The approaches where it look for “similar friends” or “similar product items” directly, It will first look for the target user’s dissimilar “enemy” (i.e., antonym of “friend”), and furthermore, It will look for the “possible friends” of E-commerce target user, according to “enemy’s enemy is a friend” afterwards, the product items preferred by the target user’s “possible friends” are regarded as the recommendation candidates for target user; likewise, for the product items preferred by target user, It first determine their “possibly similar product items” based on “enemy’s enemy is a friend” rule of Structural Balance Theory, and regard them as the recommendation candidates for target user.

The Ecommerce recommendation problem is formalized and afterwards, the proposed work motivation is demonstrated. A recommendation approach over big rating data in E-commerce, is put forward. A set of experiments are designed and deployed in later section for validating feasibility in terms of recommendation accuracy, recall and efficiency. In Last Section, I summarize the whole proposed work and suggest the possible research directions in the future.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW & RELATED WORK

Association rule mining find all the rule that give satisfaction of getting minimum support and minimum confidence condition. Most works allow the user to specify a QoS-based service selection policy:[4] its aim is to give result with respect to the queries fired or used from other users.[7] its objective it to get most favourable result [3] and [6] recommends use of various parameter without generating any common key.

The goal was to create a specific class using association rule. This will be use to reduce the complexity.
Almost classification rule is used on data in a table format, where the attribute are already defined. In our algorithm we do not have any predefined set of values. Here the users past history is important depending on which prediction is delivered. The Algorithm works efficiently and reduces the complexity within the association of data.

In time-aware recommendation is introduced, where time is considered as an important factor for predicting product quality. However, work only discusses the objective quality prediction, without considering the subjective preferences of different users. Matrix factorization technique is introduced in [8] to realize the recommendation purpose; however, if the user-product rating matrix is very sparse, the recommendation effect is not as good as expected (e.g., overfitting problem). In [6], a Monte Carlo algorithm named MCCP is brought forth to measure different users’ personalized preferences towards different product items. According to MCCP, user target’s similar friends can be found by trust propagation; and afterwards, the missing product item quality could be predicted based on the obtained similar friends. Generally, MCCP can work very well if user target has similar friends. However, as introduced previously in this proposed work, I only focus on the specific recommendation situations when user target does not have similar friends; therefore, prediction accuracy and recall of MCCP are not as good as expected, which has been validated by the experiments. In our previous work, a recommendation approach USER BASED PARAMETER is put forward, for dealing with the specific recommendation scenarios where user target has no similar friends and the product items liked by user target do not have similar product items. While user based parameter approach has two shortcomings. First, only “enemy’s enemy is a friend” rule is recruited in user based parameter. Second, user based parameter only adopts user-based CF recommendation, while neglects item-based CF recommendation as well as their integration. Therefore, the recommendation effect of user based parameter is not as satisfactory as expected. In view of the shortcomings of above approaches, I put forward a novel product item recommendation approach User based parameter. Through “enemy’s enemy is a friend” and “enemy’s friend is an enemy” rules in Structural Balance Theory, user based parameter can make full use of the valuable structural balance information hidden in user-product purchase network, and further make precise product item recommendation. Moreover, user based parameter integrates both user-based CF recommendation and item-based CF recommendation; therefore, the recommendation recall could be improved. Finally, through a set of experiments deployed on MovieLens-1M dataset, I validate the feasibility of User based parameter in terms of recommendation accuracy, recall and efficiency.

III. EXISTING SYSTEM

Present algorithm in this spectrum use fast and effective technique. This uses association rule mining techniques. First approach uses set of item to construct association rule between items. Also if there is no certainty in the occurrence then it will be measured but bayesian technique. This method produces high support and high confidence rules. This technique proves to appear better than the traditional techniques in association rule mining. But the cons of this technique are complexity increases with the increase in average length of items. Yet another method to predict missing items uses Boolean vector and the relational AND operation to discover frequent item sets [3] [6] without generating candidate items directly generate the association rules. Association rules are used to recognize the correlation among a set of items in database.

Boolean values (either 0’s or 1’s). The frequent item sets are generated from the Boolean matrix. The association rules generated from the frequent item set for prediction. The next item set i.e the content of incoming shopping cart will also be represented by a Boolean vector and “AND” operation is performed with each transaction vector to generate the association rules. Lastly the rules are combined by Dempster’s rule of combination to get the predictions. The advantages of this technique are that it doesn’t generate candidate item sets, it uses only a single pass over the database, the memory consumption is low and the processing speed is more as compared to the previous technique. The disadvantage of this approach is that the use of a Boolean matrix cannot handle huge amount of data. This disadvantage restricts the use of this technique in online applications where huge amount of data is generated. The major drawback of the above mentioned technique is the rule generation
complexity. Generating rules from a huge amount of data involves a lot of high memory and time complexity. In DS – ARM technique the rule generation complexity increases by huge amount as the average transaction length increases and in the technique using fast algorithms though the rule generation complexity is lower the data structures used are not capable of handling huge amounts of data. In addition to these techniques another proposed work discusses a graph based approach towards association rule mining. This proposed work suggests an algorithm called Combo Matrix algorithm which predicts missing items using associative classification mining. The data structure used to store a graph is an adjacency matrix with a slight modification wherein the diagonal elements contain the list of vertices the adjacent to the given vertex. The advantages of this approach are reduced rule generation complexity however; the data structure used and the algorithm proposed do not perform well for large data sets since an adjacency matrix is used thereby having space complexity of O|V2| where V is the number of vertices and equal to the number of items present in the database. The method proposed in this proposed work aims at reducing the rule generation complexity by classifying the items and then constructing a graph from it and using the graph for prediction purpose.

IV. ANALYSIS OF PROBLEMS

Two things that complicate the path that is number of item to be predicted as there are limitation. Here an item which is associated with most of the user can be recommended and same with the prediction. Secondly the association of user and predicting item for them was bit complicated as whose item should be predicted to whom was merely a complicated situation where algorithm suggested that all the product should be predicted if user grouped accordingly. Classical association mining usually ignores this aspect, perhaps because negated items tend to increase significantly the total number of rules to be considered; another reason can be that rules with mutually contradicting consequents are not so easy to combine.

V. PROPOSED WORK AND OBJECTIVE

1. First module is of item recommendation where same category products are recommended.
2. Second module is of item prediction where depending upon users past history product will be predicted for the users.
3. It assures quality service for user.
4. It tracks all users activity of review and purchase that creates better user experience.

VI. RESULT

Initially tests were taken by creating few accounts. Firstly 3 accounts were created and all were made to dislike the same product. And if any one of the user will purchase any item that product will be recommended to other 2 users. So to carry out the whole process user to input must be given by user first account creation and secondly his review depending upon modules will work.
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